Caped Avenger

Do any three activities to earn your Caped Avenger badge.

Explore

☐ Read a non-fiction graphic novel.
☐ Read about a real life superhero.
☐ Use the library catalog to find a graphic novel.

Write

☐ Write a recommendation for your favorite graphic novel.
☐ Write your own graphic novel.
☐ Create your own superhero and sidekick. Write about them.

Create

☐ Draw a picture of your own superhero and archenemy.
☐ Create a board game using your own graphic novel characters as the pieces.
☐ Using pages from recycled graphic novels, create a collage.

Use the reverse side to do some of the activities.

Bring this back to the library to get your badge.
Create

Create your own superhero and archenemy!

To find fun Badge Squad events,
go to calendar.buckslib.org